Disparities by province, age, and sex in site-specific cancer burden attributable to 23 potentially modifiable risk factors in China: a comparative risk assessment.
Understanding disparities in the burden of cancer attributable to different risk factors is crucial to inform and improve cancer prevention and control. In this report, we estimate the site-specific population-attributable fractions (PAFs) for 23 potentially modifiable risk factors across all provinces in China. In this comparative risk assessment study, we used 2014 cancer mortality data for adults from 978 county-level surveillance points in 31 provinces of mainland China. Risk-factor prevalence estimates were obtained from representative surveys. We used summary relative risks obtained from several recent large-scale pooled analyses or high-quality meta-analyses of studies in China. We calculated PAFs using multiple formulae incorporating exposure prevalence and relative risk data stratified by age, sex and province and then combined to create summary PAFs by sex, cancer site, and risk factors. About 1 036 004 cancer deaths (45·2% of all cancer deaths [95% CI 44·0-46·4]) in China in 2014 in adults aged 20 years or older were attributable to 23 evaluated risk factors. The PAF was higher in men (51·2% [95% CI 50·0-52·4]) than in women (34·9% [33·6-36·2]), with the leading risk factors being active smoking in men and low fruit intake in women. By province, the PAF in both sexes combined ranged from 35·2% in Shanghai to 52·9% in Heilongjiang, while the PAF varied from 40·9% in Shanghai to 56·4% in Guangdong among men and from 26·9% in Shanghai to 48·0% in Heilongjiang among women. The highest PAF among men was smoking in all 31 provinces, whereas among women it varied among low fruit intake (14 provinces), hepatitis B virus infection (seven provinces), smoking (six provinces), excess bodyweight (three provinces), and human papilloma virus infection (one province). The PAFs of cancers attributable to potentially modifiable risk factors vary substantially across provinces in China. Regional adoption of effective primary cancer prevention strategies has a vast potential to reduce the burden of cancer and disparities in China. Smoking, poor diet, and infection warrant particular policy attention as they contributed a large proportion to the total cancer burden. National Science and Technology Basic Research Special Foundation of China.